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How did your production 

skills develop throughout 

this project?



The beginning

+ When I first started taking pictures 
for my first magazine draft, my 
photography skills were not the 
best. I didn’t understand the best 
angles for my rabbits, as well as 
how to use the camera to my 
advantage. I took many pictures, 
as I tried to really improve so I 
could have a great magazine. I 
used my phone and was not 
aware of applications such as 
Photoshop or Canva.



Developing my skills

+ My photography skills began to develop, 
as I started learning how to use portrait 
mode on my iPhone. I started to learn to 
use tools such as Photoshop, so I was able 
to edit my photos after they were taken.

+ My layout skills started to also develop on 
my magazine, as even though they were 
still not good, I was starting to understand 
the fundamentals of developing a 
magazine.



Planning

+ I started to make plans for my magazine, sketching out 
ideas for placement on a piece of paper. After doing 

that, I got closer to my final product.



Photography
+ Towards the end of my development of the magazine, 

my photography improved greatly. I learned how to 
take pictures in certain lighting, as well as using the 
things in nature as prop to really optimize my pictures.

+ I started to narrow it down to these pictures, as I would 
end up using them in my final draft of my magazine.



Cover Drafts
As pictured, my magazine made a very long journey to the final product. I had one image change, as 
ended up using that in my double-page spread. My editing skills also improved, as I was able to start 
understanding barcode placement, as well as how to challenge conventions in the right way. Once I was 
finished, my product was more fun, neat, and colorful, and was the perfect way to deliver my artistic 
message.



Table of Contents 
Drafts

+ For my table of contents, the first images I used are 
sighted in my blog, but I used online images as a 
templet for my original pictures. I then completely 
changed to a different editing software (Photoshopy) 
and decided to change my structure overall. I used 
more titles, as well as keeping the background a 
simpler pink color to reflect my cover. I also learned 
how to make my typography cohesive.



Double-Page 
Spread Drafts

+ I did not get to my spread until last in my production, 
therefore, my skills were more developed. I only 
needed to produce two drafts due to this. I improved 
as I learned how use drop caps in my second, as well 
as how to use different color schemes. I diversified my 
colors, adding red to give it more depth, as well as 
added a pull-quote.



How did my overall production 
skills improve?
+ Initially, I was not confident at all in using applications such as 

Photoshop or Canva, and I tended to take hours at a time trying to 
figure out what to do. When I started to develop sketches and 
layouts of my photos, as well as absorbing how to use those 
applications, my skills dramatically improved. Learning about 
camera angles and lighting also helped improve my skills

+ Overall, my magazine improved a lot over the course of the year 
and am now confident in my skills. I can now produce a magazine 
without hesitation, and I know the steps and process to get there 
efficiently.


